LAKE ODESSA COMMUNITY LIBRARY
BUILDING EXPANSION & RENOVATION PLAN
(DECEMBER 27, 2012)
CASE FOR SUPPORT
Michigan’s public libraries are essential community assets. In addition to providing access to information from throughout
the world, they offer a wide range of educational, recreational and lifelong learning resources in traditional, varied and new
formats. Further, libraries make new and emerging technologies accessible for all its citizens and train them in their use.
Finally, libraries are valued gathering places, where citizens come together for enlightenment, entertainment, culture and
community.

BACKGROUND
In 1986 the Lake Odessa Village Council initiated a meeting of the library board and the Friends of the
Library and charged them to oversee the creation of a library. The Lake Odessa Community Library
opened its doors and began providing services on January 13, 1987.
Over the years, the library population grew and, with it, the library’s services and collection. When
library needs outgrew the original building, generous and visionary donors facilitated a move to its
current location on Fourth Avenue.
Today the Lake Odessa Community Library (LOCL) is a valuable community asset and a major
informational, educational, technological and cultural resource in the area. People of all ages use the
library - for varied reasons and in varied ways. Students use it as a place to study and conduct research.
Online resources help them prepare for SAT and ACT testing. Adults enjoy casual reading, learn more
about hobbies and do-it-yourself projects, research jobs and stay in touch with their families via email.
Children benefit from many learning activities designed just for them. Wireless capability, notepads and
Kindles bring more of the world to patrons’ fingertips.
The Need
The library has steadily increased services, programs and resources to meet the changing needs of our
community. Although our building has served us very well, current usage far exceeds its capacity. Lack
of space hinders every aspect of service, as well as our ability to meet the community's growing demand
for collections, services, technology and programs.
Since 2007, total collection has increased by 43%. Total visits to the library have also increased
over the past five years. Compared to other Michigan libraries serving similar populations, we offer
205% more educational programs and our attendance is 233% higher.
Technology, including computers, application software and wireless capability, are essential
communications and research tools. Patrons rely on library technology to file for unemployment
benefits, to look for jobs, to prepare resumes, for research, homework and email communications.
We lack space for much needed, additional computers and workstations, nor do we have the
electrical outlets to power them. Additionally, insufficient space between technology stations
provides little privacy or work space.
The need for program and meeting space is significant and growing. Lack of such designated space
forces programs/meetings to take place in the middle of the library, which disrupts other patrons’
activities. Further, it prevents offering high-demand programs, such as resume writing, improving
interview/job search skills and navigating the Internet. A meeting room, technological capability
for video conferencing, webinars, audio/video presentations, etc., is desperately needed and would
benefit local businesses as well as other patrons.
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The demand for children’s activities grows continuously. Compared to similar Michigan libraries,
LOCL already provides 196% more children’s programs, with 260% greater attendance. With no
designated space, children’s events are conducted among the stacks and interfere with other patrons’
use of the library. Further, standing-room-only attendance discourages participation. A separate
children’s area not only will enhance children’s programs, but also will avoid distracting/disturbing
other patrons and normal library operations.
The library totally lacks any space for teens, school groups and young adults. At this critical age,
lifelong interests are beginning to emerge and study and research are essential to intellectual growth
and academic achievement. Dedicated age-appropriate collections, study/seating space, group
project discussion/study areas and designated quiet areas are essential. At present, teens must use
the children’s area, which discourages their interest, participation and use.
Insufficient patron seating is a problem for all ages, uses and levels of mobility. Though the library
offers Wi-Fi, lack of seating for using personal technology discourages taking advantage of this
resource. Limited comfortable seating for recreational reading, study table/group project seating and
children’s seating prevents patrons from spending time at the library and using its vast resources.
Very limited stack space prevents display of and easy access to all of the current collection,
including printed and audio books, CDs, DVDs, and other items. Further, new items cannot be
added unless other items, some still in circulation, are removed. Insufficient display space is
compounded by insufficient storage space.
The Plan
Fully recognizing the urgent need for more space to accommodate changing technology and increased
collections, programs, services and resources, the library board and staff thoroughly have assessed
potential solutions. Ultimately, they have determined that renovating and expanding the current facility,
which is owned free and clear, is the best, most cost effective way to meet current and future community
library needs. Board and staff remain committed to maintaining the library location downtown,
providing an important destination for area residents and visitors. The State of Michigan has approved
the architectural plan and recognizes the library’s importance to the downtown community. Not only
will the expanded library better serve area citizens, it also respects the benefactors who helped bring the
library to its current site years ago.
The exciting plan for the renovated and expanded library offers something for everyone. With
approximately double the current space, patrons will enjoy comfortable seating for quiet reading and
personal technology use. Teens will benefit from resources that support their academic and personal
growth in their own area that also offers research, group study and technology capability. More children
will enjoy the library’s wide variety of programs and activities in an enclosed meeting/program room without distracting other patrons. Additional technology stations will offer more space to accommodate
more patrons looking for jobs, researching, emailing or just “surfing the Net.” Designated space will
accommodate more programs without interfering with other patrons’ use of the library and will
encourage greater participation by all ages. Increased shelf space will handle both the current collection
and future additions.
Not unlike other service and educational organizations, collaboration amongst libraries is needed to save
money and to deliver services more efficiently. The Lake Odessa Community Library envisions
collaborating with other area libraries in coordinating the delivery of services and programs enabling all
area libraries to more cost effectively adapt to an ever-changing society and technologies.
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Features of the library renovation/expansion plan include:
A dedicated children’s area
Dedicated space to accommodate a teen collection study area, research and technology
Expanded collection and display space
Expanded reference and research area
Expanded computer/technology space
Additional comfortable patron seating to accommodate all ages, usage and physical abilities
Meeting/program/training/events room with seating for 96
More restrooms and storage
No loss of parking
Lounge and refreshment area for casual, quiet and comfortable reading.
Walk through access to neighboring coffee/bake shop for refreshment and food.
Project Costs
New addition construction
Renovation existing structure
Architectural and engineering fees
Furnishings and contingency
PRELMINARY PROJECT COST

$ 548,000
320,000
82,000
100,000
$1,050,000

FUNDING PLAN
The library board has determined that a combined funding approach offers the best potential for
financial success and also assures fiscal practicality. The board plans to secure a $700,000 low interest
loan from the Rural Development Authority and has determined that current library income will be
sufficient to make loan payments and to offset increased operational expenses. Rather than asking area
residents to approve increased taxes, the library will raise the remaining amount needed through a
community-wide capital campaign.
The $350,000 capital campaign will invite everyone in the community to participate in this project that
is so important to our area today and for many years to come. Donors may make pledges or
contributions payable over three years and may be interested in special naming opportunities in the
“new” library.
CONCLUSION
The library of the past was a place of books and casual reading. Today’s library respects the traditions
of the past and also looks to the future as a center for study, research, lifelong learning, employment
resources, early child development, communications and community.
The expanded and refurbished library represents more to the greater Lake Odessa community than a
larger library building. The new facility will be a warm and welcoming gathering place, offering
comfortable seating for quiet reading and ample space for programs for all ages. Its updated and
increased technological resources will assure that everyone in the area has access to state-of-the-art
technology. The special area for teens will support their healthy personal and academic growth. The
enhanced collection will invite patrons and visitors to “stick around” and “check out” all the resources
available to them. Our new library will signal our community’s commitment to progress and will
positively impact the overall quality of life of everyone in our service area. Our great community
deserves a great library.
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